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Products

Computer Memory Planes
SCM computer memory planes are available for $9.95

each. Designed on 3-3/4 x 4-5/16 in. G-I0 glass epoxy
boards, each lead of the memory is soldered in place and
brought out to terminals which have holes through the
board for ease of connection. All bit, X, Y, and sense
terminals are brought to the edge of the board. Above
the magnetic plane array is a 3-7/8 x 3·1/4 x
1/8-in.-thick Plexiglas mounted on nylon-insulated
standoffs screwed to a G-I0 printed circuit board.
Electrical and technical characteristics of the planes are
as follows: Each core is threaded with X, ZY, 1 sense.
One side has Y start, bottom has X starts and X finish,
top side has sense and digit lines (shares common bus
one side only and last side Y finish). Includes terminals
that can be wired to master clear or sense. Min dV equals
45 mY. Max dVz equals 9 mY. PK time is 600 nsec, SW
time is 1.5 nsec. Catalog No. 92CU1431 (432 xl) 108 x
4-bit words; Catalog No.92CU1432 (720 xl) 180 x
4-bit words; and Catalog No. 92CU1433 (500 x l ) 100 x
5-bit words. Any three are available for $27.

Poly Paks
P.O. Box 942
South Lynnfield, Mass. 01940

Used Computers
PDp·g with 4K CPU is priced at $2,000; PDP-8/I with

4K is $3,500; PDP-8/L with 4K is $2,950; PDP-8/S with
4K is $1,200.

Used peripherals are also available: CALCOMP 665
12-in. drum plotter (full step 450 and half step 900) is
priced at $2,500; Data Disc M6 13 x 106 bits cartridge
disk drive is $1,000, with a PDP-8 interface priced at
$500; TCOI DECtape control is $3,500, and the TU55
DECtape is $1,400.

American Used Computer Corporation
15 School St.
Boston, Mass. 02108

Cassettes
The CMTOS-PDP-ll is a cassette system for the

PDP-II computer. Available software includes a system
loader, command processor, driver, modified lOX,
debugger editor, and assembler. The unit, consisting of
separately priced fundamental, executive, and software
development modules, operates with a minimal
configuration of two cassette transports, using either a
DEC'interfaced Teletype or one driven directly by the
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cassette system as the control device. It supports a third
cassette transport, line printer, CRT, and low- and
high-speed paper-tape reader and punch.

Dicom Industries
715 N. Pastoria Ave.
Sunnyvale, Calif. 94086

Kybe Corp. is introducing a cassette unit with a
patent-pending technique called offset redundant
recording. Data is recorded on the cassette so that each
entry registers on two tracks, in parallel, but staggered so
that should one track lose data because of tape wrinkle
or other damage, the data can be recovered from the
alternate record track. The KY reader and KY writer
read and write 335 char/sec. Single unit prices start at
$2,300.

Kybe Corp.
132 Calvary St.
Waltham, Mass. 02154

Video Frame Freeze
The Hughes Model MSC-l video storage unit is a

completely self-contained electronic image memory
system specially designed for high-volume (525-line)
applications. It stores alphanumeric, graphic, and
pictorial data. The unit integrates signals, automatically
enhancing low-level images, and converts slow-scan and
X-V information to TV format.

Hughes
2020 Oceanside Blvd.
Oceanside, Calif. 92054

16K Memory for DCC and NOVA Minis
This minicomputer memory features 16K 16-bit

words and is compatible with both the NOVA 1200
series and OCC's D-116 computers. The memory board
measures 15 x 15 in. and is priced at $5,225.

Digital Computer Controls, Inc.
12 Industrial Rd.
Fairfield, N.J. 07006

Display Terminal
The VST·I440 alphanumeric data terminal features a

memory unit that stores or displays 1,440 characters
(80 char/line in 18 lines), a standard keyboard, plus a
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IO-key numeric pad and a I ~-in. viewing screen.
Automatic cursor movement prevents overprinting past
80 characters. Selected on-screen data can be protected
from overwrite or erasure. Controls include a selection
switch for baud rates of 110, 150.300.600, and 1,200.
Price: S1,995.

Video Systems Corp.
7300 N. Crescent Blvd.
Pennsauken. N.J. 08110

Printer
Plug-to-plug compatible with the PDP-8/E and M

minicomputers, the CSR-8/E includes typewriter, power
supply. and Omnibus interface at a price of $2,095.

Terminal Equipment Corp.
750 Hamburg Turnpike
Pompton Lakes, N.J. 07112

Rodent Restrainers
The Plas-Labs Broome Style Rodent Restrainer is

cylindrical and apparently solves the problem of rodents
turning' around or reversing themselves once they are
introduced into the restrainer. The unit is useful for
injections or blood sampling. Three sizes are available for
rodents ranging in weight from 25 to 600 g.

Plas-Labs
917 Chilson
Lansing, Mich. 48906

Stepping Motor
Addmaster offers a new Size 14 Stepmaster stepping

motor that is variable-reluctance, bidirectional,and
dual-phase. Step angle is 15 deg with a no-load response
of 380 steps/sec. Running torque is' 4 ol-in. at
10 steps/sec. Stall torque is 6.5 oz-in. Dimensions are
1-3/8 in. diam and 1-13/16 in. long, and the weight is
6 oz. Standard voltage is 24 V, but other voltages are
available.

Addmaster Corp.
416 Junipero Serra Dr.
San Gabriel, Calif. 91776

Minicalculator Kit
The 1200 series pocket calculator is compact and

battery-operated with an automatic display cutoff that
saves battery life. With alkaline cells, the unit operates
for about 150 h in stand-by mode and for 50 h in
computation mode. The calculator performs four
functions: addition, subtraction, multiplication, and
division, as well as a mixed multiplication-division
function. Six digits-S49.95: 12 digits-S89.95.

MITS, Inc.
5405 Coal Ave., S.E.
Albuquerque, N. Mex. 87106
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EEG Biofeedback
The Model CI2000 EEG Biofeedback System is

supplied with two headsets, electrodes, paste, and other
accessories. Feedback is a constant tone presented when
S exceeds a preset threshold value. A control is provided
to adjust frequency of tone from 100 to 1,000 Hz. Input
noise is 1 microV RMS: input impedance is 10 megohms.
The unit is capable of operating in either the alpha or
theta bands and is powered by a rechargeable battery
pack. Outputs: Raw EEG-IRIG
compatible-125 microV to 1.4 V: filtered alpha or
theta, as selected-IRIG compatible-125 microV to
1.4 V. Price: S685.

Coulbourn Instruments, Inc.
Box 2551
Lehigh Valley, Pa. 18100

PDP·8 Simulator for PDP-II or NOVA
SIMPAK extends the capabilities of your present

minicomputer or PDP-8 application package, allowing
you to develop, debug, and run PDP-8 system and
application software on your PDP-II or NOVA. The
PDP-8/L, ·8/1, -8/S instructions implemented include all
combined operate microinstructions, the lOT
instructions for supporting the Teletype and high-speed
paper-tape reader, interrupt facility, and the extended
instructions (in the 8K versions only). Execution speed
is such that with PDp·8 programs with the typical mix of
Teletype I/O, no noticeable degradation in terminal
response to user commands is noticed. Internal NOVA
or PDP-II CPU time is approximately 20 times that of
the PDP-8/E.

SIMPAK minicomputer simulator pricing is as
follows: with a NOVA series 4K host computer,
simulating the PDP-8/S, -8/1, and ·8/L with 4K core
costs S175; with a NOVA 8K host, the price goes to
S375. If a NOVA 4K or larger core is the host and
simulation of the PDP-ll/05-lO-20 is required, the price
is $700. With a PDP·ll/05-10·20-45 host with 4K core
or larger, simulation of the PDP-8 series with 4K costs
S175: simulation of PDP-8 with 8K core is $375, while
simulation of the PDP-8 with 8K core and RF08 or
DF32 disk is $650. Peripherals for all of the above
include TTY, HSR/HSP; for the last version, include a
RS64 disk. All prices include ASCII source tapes and
listing, absolute binary tapes, and operating instructions.
The 8K systems will simulate 4K programs. The absolute
binary programs will be located just below the binary
loader in upper memory unless otherwise specified.

Digital Systems Corp.
Suite 317, Monroeville Mall
Monroeville, Pa. 15146

Electrically Conductive Adhesives
Tecknit markets electrically conductive silicone

adhesives/sealants for various purposes: EMI shield and
fluid seal: static discharge; grounding and bounding:
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adheringandjoining all EMI gasket materials.

Tecknit
129 Dermody St.
Cranford. N.J. 07016

Line Printer
At 300 lines/min with 132-column format, the DPC

Model 2230 line printer is said to cost 50% less than line
printers of similar size and throughput. The printer is a
drum impact type with the capability of printing up to
six carbons. A 64-char set is standard and 86 or 96 sets
arc optional. Fanfold paper is used. Electronics include
TIL/DTL I/O circuitry and a full-line buffer.

Data Products Corp.
6219 DeSoto Ave.
Woodland Hills, Calif. 91364

Discounted Digital Printers
CMC digital printers are available at up to 66% off the

original price; the l l-column unit, originally priced at
$1,650, is $549; the 14-column unit is $649; and the
21-column unit is $829. The units are new and fully
guaranteed. The equipment was made for CMC by
Anadex and is still being manufactured under the
Anadex brand. The CMC Model415 digital printer is
designed to print out, numerically and with selected
symbols, binary-coded decimal (BCD) information. The
printer accepts BCD logic from a wide variety of digital
sources; the logic is stored, decoded, and printed, with a
printout legibility of an electric typewriter. The unit has
three separate data input channels, 15 char/column,
remote programming option, bench or rack mount,
paper-out warning system, automatic zero suppression,
and floating decimal, and it is compatible with IC or
discrete logic.

Leasametric
822 Airport Blvd.
Burlingame, Calif.94010

NOVA Software
The Computer Dynamics Data Utility Package

consists of eight arithmetic and data conversion
subroutines, together with a high-speed interval sort
subroutine. Each of the routines is checked out and
available with documentation, assembly listings, and
source cards, as a total package. The arithmetic and data
conversion subroutines may be substituted for the
corresponding standard subroutines, with benefits in
storage requirements and in execution speeds. BCDBIN
offers a speed benefit, more than six times faster than
previously available standard versions. The entire
arithmetic and data conversion package requires a total
of only 118 words of storage, including common and
external constants. The sort subroutine is independent
of the others. Apparently, routines will function
successfully on all Data General hardware. Price: $295.
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Computer DynamicsCorp.
401 Cooper Landing Rd.
Suite 19
Cherry Hill, N.J. 08034

Used Computers
The following used computers are advertised by the

Newman Computer Exchange. Rentals are available, as is
manufacturers' maintenance: Nova 1200, 8K, $4,700;
SuperNova, 8K W/ASR-33, $S,500; Nova 1200, 4K
CPU, $3,500; Hewlett-Packard 2114B, SK, $5,100;·
Interdata 14, 16K, $S,OOO; Interdata 3, 4K, $2,500;
Varian 622i, 4K, $2,000; Varian 620i, SK (with I/O
expansion package), $4,500; Modcomp 111/15, 16K
with 3.2 M disk, $26,000; DECPDP-S, 4K CPU, $1,500;
DEC PDP-S/L, 4K CPU, $2,750; DECPDP·S/I, 4K CPU,
$2,900; DEC PDP,S/E, 4K CPU, $3,700; and LINC S,
4K, $13,000.

The same company is offering the following:
Kleinschmidt printer (40 cps with PDP·S/I interface),
$1,200; DEC TCOS controller and two TU55 DECtape
drives, $5,400; PEC 2527 magnetic tape unit (7-track,
556 bpi with DEC TR02 NA controller), $3,000; and
Potter LP-3000 line printer (125 LPM with PDP·S/E
interface), $2,200.

All equipment is advertised as guaranteed.

NewmanComputer Exchange
222 N. Seventh St.
Ann Arbor, Mich.4S103

Hardware Multiplexer for the NOVA
The EDS-S multiplexer interfaces up to eight I/O

devices to the DMA channel of any NOVA-line
computer. Under program control, each device may be
independently operated in half or full duplex at any
standard speed up to 9,600 baud. Thus, the EDS-8 can
control combinations of modems, Teletypes, CRT
terminals, card readers, line printers, and most other
terminals. Through the addition of a card cage for
additional port cards, the EDS-S may be expanded to
handle up to 12S ports. The multiplexer performs a large
number of I/O control functions, thereby reducing I/O
programming requirements and simplifying or
eliminating the requirement for peripheral controllers.
By operating through the data channel of the computer
and automatically servicing separate buffers in core, it
minimizes the computer time required for I/O
processing. Price of EDS-S is $3,500. The expansion
chassis for up to 12S ports is $1,200 or $1,SOO, and the
PC-S port card is $l,SOO. A complete 12S-port system
takes only one NOVA slot and sells for about $130 per
port.

Educational Data Systems
435 Windward Lane
Newport Beach, Calif. 92660
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Expansion Core Memory for PDP-8/1 and PDP-II
The CORPAK 8 provides the PDP-8/1 user with up to

28K by 12 bits of expansion memory in only lO~ in. of
rack space and is low in cost. Expansion is available in
4K by I2-bit increments.

The CORPAK 11 features up to 24K by 16 bits of
expansion memory: up to 28K by 16 bits of replacement
memory: expansion in 4K by I6-bit increments; and
standard UNIBUS interface.

Information Control Corp.
9610 Bellanca Ave.
Los Angeles, Calif. 90045

Pocket Echo-tone
The Pocket Echo-tone is an ultrasonic doppler

instrument used to detect fetal life. The unit weighs only
I40z and has a speaker so that fetal sounds may be
heard. A search probe, or a flat probe that can be
attached with adhesive tape to the abdomen, can be
supplied. The probe is attached to the unit by a cord
instead of being part of the unit; this makes probe
manipulation easier. The unit is powered by two 9-V
radio batteries, which last for several months. The
Pocket-Tone is warranted for 1 year. Price: S378 with
search probe or flat probe, earphones, and two batteries.

Metrix Inc.
11122 E. 47th Ave.
Denver. Colo. 80239

Animal Jackets
Rabbit and dog jackets allow the investigator a

reliable housing for catheters, telemetry, thermisters,
wires. and equipment to be used on free-roaming
animals. Jackets for dogs come in three sizes: small (dogs
20-301b, e.g., beagles), medium (35-501b), and large
(50-70 lb). Rabbit jackets are made to fit 5-6-lb animals.
Jackets are easy to don, and take-up lacing assures
proper fit. Standard jackets with two pockets are S35
each.

Alice KingChatham
Medical Arts
5043 Onaknoll Ave.
Los Angeles, Calif. 90043

Briefs

Floppy Disks as Minicomputer Removable Storage
Devices

Floppy disks are oxide-coated mylar disks, 7~ in. in
diam and 2-5 mils thick, housed in paper or plastic
envelopes or cartons that are inserted in a drive unit. A
hub on the drive clamps the center of the disk and
rotates the recording medium inside its permanent
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stationary jacket. A slot in the jacket exposes the 64
track positions for the recording head. The head is held
in light contact with the coated surface by a pad. or as in
the lomec high-speed drive, the disk is lifted clear of the
head by an air wedge. Memorex supplies a new floppy
disk in a plastic package only 1/16 in. thick, and
Century Data has announced a new lower cost drive
using a S4 disposable disk. Potter Instrument will be
producing a new floppy disk drive priced at S735.
Compared to cassettes and cartridges, access time is
highest on the 64-track floppy disks. Also, the lomec
floppy disk provides the longest life and highest
recording speed available in removable storage. A
recording speed of 600 ips is produced by the 2-mil
floppy disk rotating at 1,800 rpm within its container.
The floppy disk also has the highest recording density
compared to the tape cassette and cartridge.

Magnetic Bubble Storage
Bubble storage has the potential to provide access

speeds of 10ths and even lOOths of a microsecond,
together with data rates of up to 10 million bits/sec.

Free of mechanical motion with its attendant wear
and tear (the "bubbles" are simply negatively
magnetized regions in a positively magnetized film),
bubble storage devices should have long life, large
capacity, and be virtually maintenance free. They should
also be low in cost, due in part to their extremely high
storage density. At present, a million bits per square inch
is routinely achieved. A shift register with 100 million
bits/sq in. has been demonstrated, and ever higher
densities are projected.

The detection of the small signals emitted by the
bubbles represents an increasing challenge as field
densities grow greater. Recently, however, a patent for a
simple and easily fabricated sensor was issued to four
IBM research engineers, thereby bringing bubble storage
a long step closer to practicality. Their device makes use
of the principle of magnetoresistance, a change in the
electrical resistance of a material when its magnetization
is changed. The sensor material is a thin strip of
magnetoresistive Permalloy metal. Electrical contacts
permit the flow of current that measures the sensor's
resistance. Initially, the sensor is magnetized along its
"easy," or natural, axis. But when a magnetic bubble
lands next to it, the magnetization of the sensor rotates,
thereby changing its resistance. This alters the current
and triggers an output signal, a binary "one." The
readout, incidentally, is nondestructive; the bubble train
continues on its way.

Now researchers at the Watson Research Center have
proposed linked magnetoresistors, which, in conjunction
with a multistage bubble compressor, can amplify signals
as effectively as the bubble stretchers in much less space.
Since long lines of bubbles can be made to march along
in order, the bubbles can be brought past this linked
sensor element, eliminating the need for individual
sensors for each cell in the register. This leads to
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